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Abstract— In the study of the Human Immunodeficiency
Virus (HIV) infection dynamics, the reproductive ratio is a well-
known tool which provides a steady-state condition to determine
the outcome of the infection. This paper assesses the control
of HIV by the immune response. Dynamical conditions for
the containment of HIV infection by the HIV-specific CD8+
T cell response are evaluated using a model of HIV dynamics
in vivo in which HIV-infected cells are killed before they start
producing new virion. The reachability paradigm from Variable
Structure Control (VSC) theory is used to formulate a dynam-
ical condition for immunity. Simulation results show that this
reachability condition effectively monitors the immunological
requirements to contain HIV. This work also suggests that
the cytolytic killing mechanism of CD8+ T cells operates as
a boundary layer control to contain HIV infection. Together,
the findings indicate that in contrast to the reproductive ratio,
the proposed VSC approach delivers a framework to assess
the effects of nonlinear dynamics and uncertainty as well as
providing a means to investigate immunotherapy strategies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Following infection with the Human Immunodeficiency
Virus (HIV), CD4+ T cells are preferentially targeted and a
state of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) is
subsequently observed in most patients. Unfortunately, the
immune system is generally not able to enforce protective
immunity [23], [21]. However, the HIV-specific CD8+ T cell
response appears to play an important role in the containment
of the infection. Early thoughts assumed that HIV-specific
CD8+ T cells kill HIV-infected cells whilst they are pro-
ducing new virion [22], [2], [14], [28] but recent findings
suggest that HIV-specific CD8+ T cells kill HIV-infected
cells via a cytolytic mechanism during the eclipse phase of
the infection, before infected cells start producing new virion.
Consequently, the HIV-specific CD8+ T cell response can be
regarded as a feedback mechanism mounted by the immune
system to oppose the dynamics of HIV pathogenesis. Thus,
this yields a closed-loop system in which the HIV-specific
CD8+ T cell response acts as an inherent control. It is of
current interest to understand how the HIV-specific CD8+ T
cell response contains HIV infection [23], [12], [26]. Further,
immunological requirements to eradicate HIV infection in
vivo are not yet clearly defined. The reproductive ratio R0
is a classical tool used in the study of virus dynamics to
determine the progression of the infection [27], [24], [4]. By
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definition, the reproductive ratio is the number of new cells
that a single infected cell produces in the absence of a target
cell limitation [24], [27]. When R0 < 1, the infection does not
spread but when R0 ≥ 1, the infection spreads. Therefore, the
HIV-specific CD8+ T cell killing mechanism must enforce
the reproductive ratio to be below unity in order to induce
the containment of HIV infection. Since the expression for
R0 is an algebraic combination of some constant biological
rates, this implies that the condition for the containment of
HIV infection is time invariant and depends soley on the
values of some biological rates rather than the population
dynamics.
In contrast, recent findings suggest that immunological re-
quirements to contain HIV infection change during the
progression of infection [24], [28], [26]; the immunological
requirements may be weaker before the peak of the virus
load due to the small number of viral particles at the site of
the infection [24]. Work in [11] suggests that the failure of
the HIV-specific CD8+ T cell response to eradicate infection
is explained by a low ratio between the number of effector
HIV-specific CD8+ T cells and the population size of the
infected cells (target) at an early stage of the infection and
before the peak of the virus load. Hence, the framework
of the reproductive ratio does not encompass the emerging
notion that the condition for the containment of the infection
depends on biological rates as well as the time evolution of
T cells and virus dynamics.
The novelty and major contribution of this paper resides in
the fact that the reachability paradigm from Variable Struc-
ture Control (VSC) theory provides a dynamical condition
for the HIV-specific CD8+ T cell response to contain HIV
infection and reach the infection-free steady-state. Further-
more, this condition encompasses the nonlinearities of the
model and exhibits some robustness properties with respect
to parameter and modelling uncertainty. A variety of control
techniques have been considered to analyse HIV dynamics
in vivo [9], [1], [25], [6]. Evaluating the condition for the
containment of HIV infection by the HIV-specific CD8+
T cell response using a Variable Structure Control (VSC)
approach is supported by the following observations:1- the
dynamics of the CD8+ T cell response has been shown to
behave as a switched control system in [3]. 2- The double
saturation function modelling cytolytic mechanism in [16]
reveals that the structure of the killing action changes during
the infection. 3- Using HIV clinical data, it has been shown
in [4] that the reachability paradigm provides a suitable
dynamical condition to predict the outcome of antiretroviral
therapy.
This paper is structured as follows: In section II, the chosen
HIV dynamic model is presented. A dynamical condition for
immunity using the VSC paradigm is derived in section III.
The reproductive ratio is revisited and analyzed in section IV.
Finally, in section V, simulations are conducted to support
the analytical analysis and the notion that the dynamical
condition for immunity from the reachability analysis is an
appropriate tool to monitor the immunological requirements
to contain infection.
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION
The model considered in this paper is as described in
[2]. This system has been selected because its dynamical
behaviour appropriately represents the acute phase of HIV
infection [2], [10], [22]. This model assumes that HIV-
specific CD8+ T cells control the infection by killing HIV-
infected cells in the eclipse phase before they start producing
new virion. A block diagram of this process is given in Fig. 1.
The dynamical equations are as follows:
dT
dt
= λ −δT T −βTV
dI
dt
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The definition of the states variables and parameters of the
model (1) are listed in Table I. Details on the architecture of
the model (1) can be found in [2], [10]. Here, the cytolytic
Fig. 1. Model (1) of HIV infection dynamics in which infected cells in
the eclipse phase are killed by the cytolytic effect of CD8+ T cells
mechanism of HIV-specific CD8+ T cells, uC, where uC ≤ 0,
is treated as an intrinsic immunological control action. It is
assumed that HIV-specific CD8+ T cells control/contain HIV
infection in vivo via this cytolytic mechanism, i.e killing HIV
infected cells in the eclipse phase [10], [2]. The non-cytolytic
mechanism with range 0≤ f ≤ 1 is not the focus and is set
to f = 1. However, it constitutes a candidate immunological
means to contain the infection in vivo [14].
The infection free steady-state located at the trivial equi-




; Is0 = Ps0 =Vs0 = Es0 = 0 (2)
Throughout the paper, the term condition for immunity is
defined as the condition that the killing mechanism of the
TABLE I
LIST OF THE STATE VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS OF THE MODEL (1)
Description Symbol
Uninfected CD4+ T cells T
HIV-infected CD4+ T cells in the eclipse phase I
HIV-infected CD4+ T cells producing new virion P
HIV free virion V
HIV-specific CD8+ T cells E
Source rate of uninfected CD4+ T cells λ
Death rate of uninfected CD4+ T cells δT
HIV infection rate β
Non-cytolytic killing mechanism of CD8+ T cells f
Rate of virus eclipse phase γ
Cytolytic killing mechanism of CD8+ T cells uC
Death rate of virus-producing infected CD4+ T cells P δP
Virus production rate ρ
Virus clearance rate δV
Proliferation rate of HIV-specific CD8+ T cells gmax
Michaelis-Menten constant for proliferation hg
Death rate of HIV-specific CD8+ T cells δE
CD8+ T cell response needs to satisfy in order to zero the
state variable I, so that the population of HIV-infected CD4+
T cells in the eclipse phase reach and maintain the infection-
free steady-state. Thus, the control objective is to satisfy the
condition for immunity.
III. DYNAMICAL CONDITION FOR IMMUNITY USING THE
REACHABILITY ANALYSIS
As in [3], [4], the framework of sliding mode control
is utilized to investigate the performance of the specific
T cell response. Here, a sliding manifold representing the
immunological objective of the HIV-specific CD8+ T cell
response is defined and a reachability condition is formulated
to ensure that immunity is achieved. The sliding surface is
given as:
sE(t) = I (3)
In this sliding mode control approach, the HIV-specific CD8+
T cell response in the ideal case is thought to render the
manifold sE = 0 attractive. In the sliding mode,




defines the dynamical behaviour of the system (1). In fact,
the sliding manifold sE = 0 is selected so that ideal sliding
motion yields a stable infection-free steady-state. It should be
mentioned that the sign of sE(t) is non-negative at all times
because it relates to the number of HIV-infected CD4+ T
cells in the eclipse phase I ≥ 0. The temporal derivative of






= fβTV − (γ+δT )I +uC (5)
Next, the concept of the equivalent control, introduced in
[29], [13], [7] is considered. The equivalent control uCeq, the
effective control action required to maintain sliding motion
on sE = 0, is retrieved from dsEdt = 0 as follows:
uCeq =− fβTV + γI +δT I (6)
Hence, the equivalent control is meaningful and represents
quantities that can be measured or estimated [18], [31], [27].






I ( fβTV − (γ+δT )I +uC) < 0 (7)
( fβTV − (γ+δT )I +uC) < 0
since 0 ≤ I by definition. This inequality highlights a time-
varying threshold for the cytolytic killing of the HIV-specific
CD8+ T cell response to zero the population of HIV-
infected cells I in the eclipse phase to ensure immunity. This
dynamical condition for immunity is the main contribution
of this paper. Importantly, this reachability analysis supports
the notion that the condition for immunity changes during
the course of the infection [24], [23], [11].
The expression (7) provides a means to clarify the ef-
fects of uncertainty in the values of biological rates and
population dynamic of the system (1) on the containment
of the infection. In fact, the work in [11], [10], [20] on
modelling HIV dynamics in vivo pointed out that some of the
constant parameters in (1) represent biological rates which
vary according to time or to some population dynamics
during the course of the infection. For instance, the infec-
tion rate β is influenced by the antibody response to HIV
[30]. This dynamical condition also infers that the negative
feedback provided by the HIV-specific CD8+ T cell response
should overcome the positive feedback of HIV pathogenesis
encompassed by the product βTV because the term βTV
is a dominant component which sustains HIV pathogenesis.
In [11], [10], the mathematical representation of the HIV-
specific CD8+ T cell response has been shown to influence
the immunological requirement to contain the infection. This
reachability analysis proves that the dynamical condition for
immunity is invariant to the explicit mathematical formu-
lation of the cytolytic or non-cytolytic killing mechanism
of the HIV-specific CD8+ T cell response. This control
analysis supports the notion that both the cytolytic and non-
cytolytic killing mechanism of HIV-specific CD8+ T cells are
important to enforce immunity [20], [15], [14]. A number
of mathematical approaches based on different biological
assumptions have been proposed to model the HIV-specific
CD8+ T cell response [20], [10], [11]. Functional responses
inspired from ecology or Michaelis-Menten functions from
enzyme-substrate kinetics are often used [10], [2], [16]. Typ-
ically, functions modelling the cytolytic killing mechanism
of CD8+ T cells have the following form:
uC = −K I (8)
where CD8+ T cells kill infected cells at a rate K which
encompasses the cytolytic killing process [20], [27]. This
immunological control action is effectively a negative state
feedback which opposes the infection dynamics in vivo. A
reasonable assumption is to consider that the cytolytic killing
rate of HIV-specific T cells changes during the time course
of the infection [20], [11]. Recently, a double-saturation
(DS) function which is a general functional response of
the cytolytic killing mechanism of CD8+ T cells has been
formulated in [16] as follows:




where hE and hI are the saturation constant of the population
of HIV-specific CD8+ T cells E and the population of
infected cells (target) in the eclipse phase I respectively.
The parameter k′ is a mass action killing rate. The specific
case of a monogamous killing process derived from (9)
is considered to build on the findings in [2] as well as
to demonstrate the benefits of the dynamical condition for
immunity over the reproductive ratio. This monogamous
killing process describes a cytolytic mechanism where a
single effector CD8+ T cell kills target cells. Mathematically,
this monogamous killing process is expressed as:
uC3 =− kmaxEIhk+E+I (10)
with k′ = kmaxhk and hk = hE = hI . The maximum killing
rate is kmax and the parameter hk which is effectively a
Michaelis-Menten constant defines the immune responsive-
ness [2], [16]. Tailoring the reachability condition to (10),
the candidate immunological control action produces:
fβTV − (γ+δT )I− kmaxEIhk +E + I < 0 (11)
In [5], [13], it has been seen that when a continuous
approximation of the discontinuous sign() function is
implemented, ideal sliding motion can longer be achieved.
Instead, the applied continuous control action keeps the
states of the system within a vicinity of the sliding
manifold. Consequently, using the results of [7], [5], [13]
on smoothed variable structure control systems, it is argued
that the control action of the cytolytic mechanism of the
HIV-specific response modelled with the DS function (9)
rather than zeroing the population of infected cells, confines
its population size to a steady-state level determined by
the magnitude of the cytolytic killing action. This suggests
that the cytolytic mechanism of the CD8+ T cell response
operates as a boundary layer control mechanism in which
the population size of target cells and virus-specific CD8+ T
cells and their corresponding saturation constant determine
the ability of the cytolytic killing action of virus-specific
CD8+ T cells to “control” the infection and to achieve
immunity [2], [11], [16], [17].
IV. STEADY-STATE CONDITION FOR IMMUNITY
PROVIDED BY THE REPRODUCTIVE RATIO
The concept of the reproductive ratio is reviewed from
a control engineering perspective. In the study of virus
dynamics, the reproductive ratio represents the number of
newly infected cells produced by one infected cell during its
lifetime, assuming there is no limitation of target cells [24].
The expression of the reproductive ratio derived in [2] using











where the first factor is the population size of T at the
infection-free steady-state see (2). The second factor is the
probability that an infected cell becomes a virus-producing
cell before it dies. The third factor is the lifetime of a virus-
producing cell. The fourth factor is the number of virus
particles produced per infected cell, and the last parameter
represents the infection rate for a single virus particle in
presence of the non-cytolytic effects of HIV-specific CD8+
T cells.
The reproductive ratio plays a role in assessing the stability
of the system (1) linearised at the infection-free steady-state
(2). When R0 < 1, the characteristic polynomial has negative
poles and it is deduced that the infection-free steady-state is
stable, whilst R0 > 1 produces a positive pole. As a result,
the infection-free steady state is unstable. This is why the
infection is eradicated when R0 < 1 and spreads when R0≥ 1.
This feature of R0 [2], [22] has been used as evidence that
the condition for the stability of the infection-free steady-
state, i.e the outcome of the infection using the reproductive
ratio (12), is a steady-state argument. Indeed, the poles of
the system (1) change during the time evolution of the state
variables i.e the time course of the infection. As a result,
the value of R0 is inappropriate to determine the outcome of
the infection when the system is not at steady-state. Hence,
the reproductive ratio has limitations as a means to monitor
dynamically the containment of the infection by the HIV-
specific CD8+ T cell response.
Using the framework of the reproductive ratio, the cytolytic
killing rate of HIV-specific CD8+ T cells should force and
maintain the reproductive ratio (12) below unity to eradicate
the infection [24], [27], [2]. Mathematically, for R0 < 1,
K > fβλγ p−δT γδPδVδV δT δP −δT (13)
Since the biological rates present in the right hand side are
all constant, the framework of the reproductive ratio suggests
that the condition for the cytolytic killing mechanism to
eradicate the infection in vivo is time invariant. However,
this is not in line with recent findings which indicate that
the requirements to contain HIV infection in vivo change
during the progression of the infection [24], [8], [23].
To investigate the predictions suggested by the reproductive
ratio during the time evolution of the infection, the repro-
ductive ratio is written as a function of the candidate control
action (10) as follows:
R0 =
λγ p fβ
δTδPδV (γ+(δT + kmaxEhk+I+E ))
(14)
This expression has been proposed in [2] and the value of
R0 changes over time due to changes in the killing rate of
uC3 during the course of the infection.
In the following, simulations are conducted to evaluate the
TABLE II
VALUES OF BIOLOGICAL RATES
Parameter Value












predictions of the reachability analysis and the reproductive
ratio during the time evolution of HIV infection.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
HIV infection dynamics are simulated to show that the
dynamical condition for immunity (7) provided by the
reachability analysis appropriately tracks the immunological
requirements for immunity during the course of the infection
and is superior to the steady-state condition (13) formulated
using the reproductive ratio (14). In the simulations, the
initial condition depicts a scenario where the population
of uninfected CD4+ T cells is at steady-state T (0) = λd1 ,
the infection is assumed to be induced by a single virion
I(0) = P(0) = 0;V (0) = 1 and precursor HIV-specific CD8+
T cells E(0) = 1. The parameter values shown in Table II
are taken from [2].
The purpose of Fig. 2 is to display the time evolution of
the biological population dynamics of the closed-loop system
(1) with the monogamous cytolytic killing action (10) is the
control. The transient dynamics and the steady-state of the
dynamic of free-virion is reduced by the cytolytic killing
of HIV-infected cells I by the HIV-specific CD8+ T cell
response. Fig. 3 shows that the value of the reproductive
ratio during the time course of the infection. As per the
numerical analysis in [2], R0 approaches unity at steady-
state when the control action (10) is applied. Importantly, the
value of the reproductive ratio during the transient dynamics
of the system is misleading in assessing the outcome of the
infection because the value of R0 fluctuates above and below
unity during the transient phase. R0 < 1 wrongly suggests the
eradication of the infection from day 0 to day 10 and from
day 18 to day 22, see Fig. 3. This is due to the fact that
the poles of the system (1) vary during the infection before
the population dynamics reach a steady-state. This shows the
limitation of the reproductive ratio to reflect appropriately the
condition for immunity when the system is not at steady-
state.
The time evolution of the reachability condition displayed in
Fig. 4 reveals that the condition for immunity is not met at
the beginning of the infection in contrast with the prediction
of the reproductive ratio. Although, the considered control
Fig. 2. Closed-loop dynamics (1). Simulation of HIV infection with a
potent HIV-specific CD8+ response with uC1. T (0)= 2.106; I(0)=P(0)= 0;
V (0) = E(0) = 1. f = 1; hk = 1
action uC3 reduces significantly the virus load, it does satisfy
the dynamical condition for immunity (11) and the manifold
of interest sE = 0 is not reached (see Fig. 5). Nevertheless,
it should be noted that the candidate monogamous cytolytic
killing action uC3 contains the infection to a low level steady-
state close to the infection-free steady-state by keeping
the sliding surface close to the desired manifold after a
transient period (see Fig. 5). This is typical behaviour of a
boundary layer control mechanism [5], [13]. The virus load
is below the limit of detection which is 50 RNA copies per
ml from [2], [19] and the population of uninfected CD4+
T cells is near its infection-free equilibrium. Therefore,
from a clinical perspective, this candidate cytolytic killing
mechanism produces a desirable outcome. Consequently, the
condition for immunity can be relaxed to force the infection
dynamics to remain within a boundary region associated with
the virus limit of detection and other clinical requirements.
Mathematically, this means that the condition for immunity
is reduced to sE < δ where δ is an upper bound associated
with desirable clinical outcome. Thus, the cytolytic control
functions which maintain the sliding surface in the vicinity
of the sliding manifold sE = 0 can be classified as elite HIV-
specific CD8+ response when the control action forces the
virus load to remain below the limit of detection [23], [2],
[14], [8]. In [2], it has been shown using numerical analysis
that the value of hk affects the steady-state population size of
infected cells I and the steady-state level of the virus load.
Using the sliding mode framework, changes in the saturation
constant hk influence the magnitude of the control effort
(killing action) uC3 as well as distance between the manifold
of interest sE = 0 and the value of sE generated by uC3
with a particular value of hk. This reinforces the notion that
the saturation constant plays an important role in achieving
immunity [16], [2]. Thus, failure of the reachability condition
explains why this cytolytic killing mechanism fails to zero
the population dynamic of infected cells I and to eradicate the
infection. Importantly, these findings cannot be substantiated
Fig. 3. Time evolution of the reproductive ratio (14) using uC3 (10) with
hl = 1.
Fig. 4. Time evolution of the dynamical condition for immunity (11) with
the cytolytic killing mechanism of the HIV-specific CD8+ T cell response
uC3 (10)
Fig. 5. Time evolution of the sliding surface (3) with uC3 (10).
using the reproductive ratio because R0 suggests just that the
infection will decay but does not articulate the decay of the
infection in finite time or decay to zero.
VI. CONCLUSION
The reachability paradigm from VSC has been used to
formulate a time-varying condition for the HIV-specific
CD8+ T cell response to contain HIV infection in vivo by
cytolytic killing of the population of HIV-infected cells in
the eclipse phase. A manifold associated with the infection-
free steady-state has been identified and the reachability
condition for the system to exhibit a sliding mode is used to
provide a dynamical condition for the cytolytic mechanism
to contain the infection. Unlike the reproductive ratio, this
dynamical condition for immunity has been demonstrated
to monitor the immunological requirements for immunity
during the time evolution of the infection appropriately.
Furthermore, the cytolytic mechanism has been shown to
operate as an inherent boundary layer control mechanism
which confines the virus dynamics in a region of the state-
space. Together the results support the notion that the condi-
tion for the eradication of HIV infection changes during the
course of the infection and the ability of the HIV-specific
cytolytic mechanism to induce immunity is influenced by
the population size of infected cells and effector CD8+ cells
and their corresponding saturation constant. Importantly. this
dynamical condition may assist investigations to combine
antiretroviral drugs and immunotherapy to achieve functional
cure of HIV infection.
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